[1] The Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) has recorded the inner heliospheric response in white-light Thomson scattering to the 28 October 2003 coronal mass ejection (CME). This preliminary report shows the evolution of this particular event in SMEI observations, as we track it from a first measurement at approximately 20°elongation (angular distance) from the solar disk until it fades in the antisolar hemisphere in the SMEI 180°field of view. The large angle and spectrometric coronagraph (LASCO) images show a CME and an underlying bright ejection of coronal material that is associated with an erupting prominence. Both of these are seen by SMEI in the interplanetary medium. We employ a three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction technique that derives its perspective views from outward flowing solar wind to reveal the shape and extent of the CME. This is accomplished by iteratively fitting the parameters of a kinematic solar wind density model to both SMEI white-light observations and Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STELab), interplanetary scintillation (IPS) velocity data. This modeling technique separates the true heliospheric signal in SMEI observations from background noise and reconstructs the 3-D heliospheric structure as a function of time. These reconstructions allow separation of the 28 October CME from other nearby heliospheric structure and a determination of its mass. The present results are the first utilizing this type of 3-D reconstruction with the SMEI data. We determine an excess-over-ambient mass for the southward moving ejecta associated with the prominence material of 7.1 Â 10 16 g and a total mass of 8.9 Â 10 16 g. Preliminary SMEI white-light calibration indicates that the total mass of this CME including possible associated nearby structures may have been as much as $2.0 Â 10 17 g spread over much of the earthward facing hemisphere.
Introduction
[2] The 28 October 2003 coronal mass ejection (CME) was, by all standards, an exceptional solar event. The initial CME shock response took 20.3 hours to reach Earth [Cliver and Svalgaard, 2004] , one of the fastest recorded transit times to date. (The fastest CME shock response to date on record on 4 -5 August 1972 traveled from Sun to Earth in a brief 14.6 hours [Cliver et al., 1990] .) The Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) [Eyles et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2004] measures Thomson-scattered sunlight with a broadband spectral response viewing most sky globally around the Earth. SMEI successfully recorded all-sky images at this time, except for an $1 day outage beginning at $0000 UT, 30 October 2003 just after the bulk of the CME event arrived at Earth.
[3] SMEI was launched 6 January 2003 on the Air Force Space Test Program satellite Coriolis (Figure 1 ). Using a combination of three-dimensional (3-D) modeling and image analysis techniques, the SMEI observations can quantify the 3-D extents of transient and corotating heliospheric structures and their interactions with each other and slow-moving ambient solar wind. Precisely calibrated SMEI images are required for displaying typical slow and fastmoving heliospheric structures in 2-D sky maps and for their 3-D reconstructions.
[4] In this article we use the term ''CME'' to include various aspects of a sequence beginning with the ejection of material from the corona that then moves outward into the heliosphere. In this paper we show first-time SMEI results. From the heliospheric SMEI data alone it is impossible to separate the original coronal material forming the mass ejection as it is observed by coronagraphs, from the ambient coronal and heliospheric material affected (''swept up'') by the passage of the CME. Thus the term CME in the context of this paper is used to describe a process that includes both the ''original'' CME ejecta and the induced responses in the outer corona and heliosphere (where it is observed by SMEI).
[5] Section 2 briefly describes the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) 3-D analysis techniques used here to analyze SMEI data. These techniques and results presented here using SMEI data for the first time include the 3-D solar wind reconstructions that in turn provide enhanced SMEI sky maps of the 28 October CME as well as a series of 3-D views displaying outward motion for different portions of the CME. Section 3 presents the results of these analyses, locations, volumes, and masses of the CME. We conclude in section 4.
SMEI Analysis Techniques

UCSD SMEI Data Frame Processing
[6] Telemetry data from SMEI are relayed from the ground stations to the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) data processing center at Sacramento Peak Observatory, Sunspot, New Mexico. There data packets are concatenated and the individual CCD camera data frames are decompressed and combined with spacecraft pointing information derived from a star tracker. The resulting data frames arrive at UCSD via an internet file transfer process (FTP). Hanscom also derives ''pipeline processing'' all-sky images for each orbit, with a coarser angular and photometric resolution. These are useful for detecting many CMEs and are available to the public in near real time at http://smei.nso.edu/index.html. At UCSD we maintain a database of these SMEI data frames in near real time on a local server. Our colleagues at Sacramento Peak also maintain an archive of original SMEI data and display orbit-by-orbit SMEI sky map differences in near real time for public viewing.
[7] The UCSD analysis sequence processes individual SMEI data frames to produce a heliospheric sky map for every orbit of data. These maps retain the original 0.2°SMEI angular resolution and are optimized for photometric accuracy. Briefly, we (1) identify and remove corrupted and saturated data frames; (2) remove the electronic offset, subtract a dark-current contribution, and perform geometrical optical and flat field corrections for each frame; (3) register the photometric measurements onto a standard sidereal coordinate frame; (4) remove cosmic-ray particle and space-debris contributions and combine $1500 frames from each camera to form an all-sky map for each orbit; and finally (5) convert the resulting sidereal map as desired to different coordinate projections: sidereal or Sun-centered, fisheye, or all-sky Hammer-Aitoff. Additional detail about this part of the analysis is found in the work of Jackson et al. [2004] .
[8] Since light from the sidereal sky (stars, the Milky Way, bright nebulae, and galaxies) is much brighter than the variable heliospheric Thomson-scattered signal, contributions from these must be subtracted from the orbital sky maps. The simplest way to remove this background is by subtracting Sun-centered sky maps from orbits adjacent in (DEC) and also at the 1200 UT, 29 October elongation (EL) and position angle (PA) locations indicated. A large brightness enhancement is first seen at the end of the day on 28 October in these sequences, especially nearest the Sun. The disturbance shows as a broad peak persisting more than a day. (bottom panel) ACE in situ solar wind density time series (hourly averages) and velocity (not shown) shows that the enhancement reaches Earth early 29 October and continues well into the following day. Wind, CELIAS, Geotail, and ACE in situ measurements for this event all provide significantly different density values, and the original ACE density rise on 28-29 October to 80 cm À3 has been revised as shown above [Skoug et al., 2004] and is no longer thought to be as large as in early measurements. Geotail Plasma Wave Instrument values for this period are given as a dashed line (T. Terasawa, private communication, 2005) . time (''running differences''); a constant heliospheric signal present in both orbits cancels in the difference map, so in effect only the change in the heliospheric signal over the orbital time period, Dt = 102 min, is measured. Tappin et al. [2004] used this method to display observations of the heliospheric response to a halo CME that originated on the Sun on 28 May 2003 and was observed by SMEI on 29 May. More than 140 such events have been observed in the SMEI data to date by this method; of these, about half were likely associated with CMEs observed in the solar and heliospheric observatory (SOHO) large angle and spectrometric coronagraph (LASCO) data (XD. Webb et al., manuscript in preparation, 2006) .
[9] Alternatively, a sidereal sky map averaged over orbits covering many days close to the heliospheric event can be subtracted from the orbits containing the event itself. This method preserves more of the heliospheric signal by effectively enlarging the timescale Dt to many days and is the method used in the present analysis. In addition, we have removed a zodiacal cloud brightness by fitting an analytic model to these data in a Sun-centered reference frame. The removal of this signal minimizes large changes with time of the sidereal background light from this source, especially near the Sun. The basic data used here for 3-D reconstruction consist of photometric time series at selected sidereal line-of-sight sky locations. To avoid possible contributions from bright or variable stars, analysis is further restricted to those lines of sight farther removed than 1.5°from any star brighter than sixth magnitude. To remove unwanted trends over time due to incompletely removed zodiacal light, background light, or long-term instrument variation, each line of sight has a running mean baseline of about 1 week duration removed from it. We conclude that this current UCSD analysis provides a stable baseline over timescales of several weeks without sacrificing angular resolution: this is sufficient for analyzing transient heliospheric disturbances and the 3-D reconstructions presented here.
[10] Figure 2 presents a sample time series from the $1100 sky locations used for the present analysis of the October 2003 data. These were selected from an original group of $4000 evenly spaced sidereal locations, each averaged to include one square degree of sky. Brightness for these data is given in camera analog-to-digital units (ADU). A natural unit for surface brightness in the present work is ''S10,'' the equivalent of the brightness of a tenth magnitude solar-type star spread over one square degree of sky. Preliminary calibration of the data (to an accuracy of about 10%) using ''G-star'' brightnesses observed in a prototype SMEI camera operated on the ground gives 1 S10 = 0.55 ADU. We are currently deriving the equivalent numbers for each flight camera. These time series are edited to remove auroral light. Bright auroral light at heights above 840 km was discovered unexpectedly by SMEI [Jackson et al., 2004; Mizuno et al., 2005] . This contribution is removed by editing the time series. Auroral light is present at times of geoactivity and when SMEI passes through the auroral ovals. For the 28 October 2003 event the aurora onset time occurs when the CME impacts Earth. To remove the aurora, SMEI time series sequences are displayed in time and by orbit. Those data points that are contaminated by auroral light as recognized by orbit location and time are deleted from the time series by an automatic procedure that first cuts abrupt brightness value changes above limits unlikely for CME signals, and then deletes any remnant of the signal to the edge of this deletion in location and time. The $1100 time series in turn produce approximately 80,000 valid lines of sight over a 2-week interval centered on the CME arrival at Earth. The 80,000 number is sufficiently redundant to support a 3-D reconstruction having a 6.7°Â 6.7°latitude and longitude digital resolution and half-day temporal cadence. The analysis converges to a solution within a few hours (see next section).
Three-Dimensional Reconstruction Analysis
[11] Solar physics has seen numerous attempts to reconstruct the structure of the corona and the heliosphere in three dimensions. In particular, these techniques have been developed for coronal mass ejections in order to understand the physical principles of their initiation. Employing techniques different from those used here, Munro [1977] , Crifo et al. [1983] , and MacQueen [1993] analyzed views from the Earth perspective using Thomson-scattering data. Jackson et al. [1985] , using Helios photometer and Solwind coronagraph views from different perspectives, determined the approximate dimensions and surface origins of CMEs. Jackson and Hick [1994] and Jackson and Froehling [1995] , using Helios photometer and Solwind coronagraph views from different perspectives and tomographic techniques, analyzed CMEs, and mapped their 3-D shapes.
[12] Rotational tomography of stationary solar structures (streamers) using coronagraph observations were attempted by Wilson [1977] and Jackson [1977] , and more recently by Zidowitz et al. [1995] and Frazin and Janzen [2002] . Using both Helios 1 and Helios 2 photometer measurements, Hick and Jackson [1998] and Hick [2000, 2002] fit photometric observations to a kinematic heliospheric model that incorporates both solar rotation and outward solar wind flow. The rotational tomographic analyses show that a significant enhancement in contrast between dense and less dense regions is achieved, especially during solar minimum.
[13] Interplanetary scintillation (IPS) measurements have been used to probe solar wind features since the 1960s using ground-based meter-wavelength radio observations [Hewish et al., 1964; Houminer, 1971] . Observations from the UCSD [Coles and Kaufman, 1978] and Nagoya [Kojima and Kakinuma, 1987] multisite scintillation arrays have determined velocities in the interplanetary medium since the early 1970s. The IPS observations, resulting from a radio propagation effect caused by small-scale ($200 km) density variations, track heliospheric disturbances of larger scale that vary from one day to the next and are often associated with geomagnetic storms on Earth [Gapper et al., 1982] . These observations show a predominance of disturbances that corotate with the Sun as inferred from a list of events and their associations [Hewish and Bravo, 1986] . Three-dimensional results from IPS observations recorded over a wide range of elongations were obtained by least squares fitting to a heliospheric model incorporating both outward solar wind flow and solar rotation Kojima et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1998; Asai et al., 1998 ]. In the 3-D models derived from IPS analysis, scintillation strength serves as a proxy for density. In the models in these earlier papers, scintillation strength is related to a value of small-scale density variation that is in turn scaled to bulk density and solar distance using a set of power law relationships.
[14] Early Helios photometer and IPS tomographic reconstructions assumed that the kinematic heliospheric model remains unchanged over a month-long time spanned by the observations. This implies that within this time period, the heliospheric structures remain unchanged except for outward radial expansion and solar rotation as described by the kinematic modeling. Current UCSD tomographic modeling [Jackson et al., 2001 Jackson and Hick, 2004] relaxes this assumption, and a kinematic solar wind model formed at regular time intervals is iterated to provide the 3-D heliospheric parameters used to fit observed data. This article reports on application of this modeling technique to SMEI data for the first time. Both SMEI brightness and STELab IPS velocity are used in the solar wind reconstruction as detailed in previous papers. The large volume of data from SMEI provides finer resolution of density structures while the IPS measurements ensure that the structure overall geometry is correctly located.
Computational Analysis
[15] The computational aspects of the 3-D reconstruction program (see Jackson et al. [1998] and Hick and Jackson [2003, and references therein] for a more mathematical derivation of this process) necessarily include the detailed geometry for each line of sight: the location of each within the 3-D solar wind model and its projection to a source surface reference level closer to the Sun than all lines of sight. In the present tomographic analysis scheme, Carrington maps at evenly spaced time intervals at this source surface provide model boundary conditions for 3-D solar wind velocity and density that propagates outward from this surface. The 3-D solar wind model is integrated at the location and time of each line of sight and compared with observations using a least-squares technique. The line-of-sight segment projections in space and time to each source surface are known from the modeling, and they are iteratively inverted in 2-D space and time on this source surface to update boundary conditions for the model to better fit observations.
[16] In the least-squares process described above, ratios of model to observed values are monitored at each iteration to indicate a rate of convergence. Here, velocity and density corrections to the model are made separately. First, changes are made to previous velocity boundary conditions on the reference surface. Second, the 3-D model is updated and new projected locations of each line-of-sight point on the reference surface are determined. This assures that the newest values of velocity determine the 3-D model and their projections back to the source surface for each line of sight segment. Third, changes are made to previous density boundary conditions on the reference surface. Finally, the 3-D model is again updated with all the newest boundary values.
[17] The source surface Carrington maps of velocity and density are smoothed on each iteration using a 2-D Gaussian spatial filter that incorporates equal solar surface areas and a Gaussian temporal filter. These filters are predicated by the numbers of lines of sight and noise in the data and can be varied to ensure convergence. For these preliminary 28 October 2003 analyses, the reconstruction e À1 filter values have been set to spatial widths of 15°for the IPS velocity data and 5°for SMEI data and temporal widths of 0.75 and 0.325 days, respectively, for IPS velocity and SMEI data. The digital coordinate resolutions for both data sets are set spatially to 6.7°Â 6.7°heliographic latitude and longitude and to a half day temporal cadence to approximately match the Gaussian filter resolution [see Jackson and Hick, 2004] . We require the amplitude of the sum of all Gaussian contributions at a single coordinate position be more than one in order that several different perspective lines of sight produce changes in the modeled values.
Where the sum of all contributors is less than one, in order to obtain continuity along lines of sight, the source surface value is interpolated from locations where the data can be changed. Where the values in the model cannot be changed at some location, these coordinate positions are left blank in the final result. For the 28 October CME event SMEI data, this includes a section of heliospheric volume within the hemisphere opposite Earth that cannot be observed and reconstructed by SMEI at the 6.7°spatial resolution scale.
[18] This program generally converges to an unchanging model within a few iterations. The program is set to operate for nine iterations to be certain the program has converged [see Jackson et al., 1998 ]. For a typical rotation and the digital resolutions above, a set of density and velocity iterations generally takes about 15 min on a 3.0 GHz Pentium IV computer. Those IPS velocity observations and SMEI brightness lines of sight throughout the period that do not fit within a three-sigma limit of the mean ratio change ascribed at that location by the model are removed from the data set. The program then operates for another nine iterations. We find that the model solutions are insensitive to the starting model values, and after a few iterations any signature of the initial model is lost. Other tests [see Jackson et al., 1998] show that tomographically analyzing a set of artificial observations using a known 3-D input reproduces the input.
Analysis Results
Sky Maps
[19] Figure 3a shows a SMEI Hammer-Aitoff sky map obtained during a single orbit just as the 28 October 2003 CME arrives at Earth midday on 29 October. Figure 3a combines one orbit's worth of approximately 4500 individual 3°Â 60°data frames from all three SMEI cameras. The brightness scale to the left of the map is in S10 using the value 1 S10 = 0.55 ADU (section 2.1). A portion of the sky map is blanked out and not shown in the figure where too many high-energy particle hits (cosmic rays) and auroral light produce an apparent response far above the normal background. Figure 3b is a sky map resulting from the above-described 3-D reconstruction using the full set of time series (Figure 2 examples) . The brightness scale is in S10. The resulting S10 scale of Figure 3b is about a factor of 10 smaller than the ADU scale of Figure  3a . The time on Figure 3a is the orbit beginning time that starts near the south ecliptic pole and increases clockwise around the map center. The time given in Figure 3b , and on Figure 3 . Sun-centered Hammer-Aitoff sky maps of the 28 October 2003 CME as viewed from SMEI (Earth). The faster portion of the CME directed toward Earth lies primarily to the solar northeast and begins to engulf Earth (reaching 90°elongation) over the whole of the map at this time. The large prominence-associated ejecta to the south of the Sun have reached about 45°elongation. The brightness scale of each map is placed to the left. (a) A direct single-orbit sky map compiled from $4500 SMEI data frames. Brightness is in S10. Large portions of this particular map are blanked out by high-energy particle hits and auroral light. An arrow indicates a CME structure in the direct map image. (b) Sky map as derived by the edited time series and 3-D reconstructions fit to the direct images of the event as it moves outward from the Sun. The locations of all valid time series positions within a 102-min period of 1200 UT, 29 October are positioned on the map. All positions are given as a circle filled with the appropriate value along the line of sight relative to the ambient at that location. This map has an r À2 heliospheric density as a radial filter multiplier (see text) and is thus different from Figure 3a that does not have this radial filter applied. Also since the 3-D reconstruction in effect draws its result from the entire series of 195 sky maps for this time period, the gaps in individual maps (see text) are effectively filled by the reconstruction process. . Sun-centered ecliptic ''fisheye'' sky maps as derived from the edited time series and 3-D reconstructions. These are shown out to 110°elongation as viewed from SMEI for the 28 October 2003 CME as it moves outward from the Sun over a period of two days. These maps have an r À2 heliospheric density normalized to unity at 90°elongation as a radial filter multiplier so that CME features can be more directly compared as they move outward. (a) -(d) The faster portion of the CME directed towards Earth lies primarily to the solar northeast and begins to engulf Earth (reach 90°) about midday on 29 October. At the same time the large prominence-associated ejecta to the south of the Sun has reached just beyond 45°elongation. Different CME portions can be observed to move outward over the next two sky maps. Since there are no data from SMEI midday 30 October 2003, the presentation at the time shown in Figure 4d is a model interpolation resulting from the time series data on either side of the gap in SMEI observations.
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JACKSON ET AL.: ANALYSIS OF THE 28 OCTOBER 2003 CME FROM SMEI subsequent SMEI images and in tables, are instantaneous times interpolated to the appropriate value from the reconstruction analyses. In spite of data outages in individual maps from particle hits, aurora, and an outage for most of 30 October, more than enough information remains in the time series sequences to reconstruct several portions of the 28 October CME and render visible low-contrast heliospheric features difficult to see in individual sky maps. These include part of the CME to the northeast of the Sun, not much evidence of a solar halo of bright material elsewhere, and another bright structure ejected to the south. Additional bright material in these sky maps to the southeast in Figure 3b is probably associated with an earlier series of bright CMEs observed by LASCO midday 26 October and early 27 October. The 3-D reconstructed volumes have an r À2 density gradient removed from them relative to the nominal 1 AU density so that heliospheric features at large solar elongation have approximately the same brightness as those close to the Sun when projected as a sky map as in Figure 3b . Thus these reconstructed sky maps are somewhat unlike the direct single-orbit sky map of Figure 3a where this radial gradient has not been removed.
[20] Few other remote-sensing heliospheric observations of this series of events exist. The STELab, Japan IPS observations [Tokumaru et al., 2005] map little data to the south at this time of year and thus missed most of the eruption of the large southward directed prominenceassociated ejecta. The IPS scintillation level response does, however, show an enhancement primarily to the solar northeast and little to the west, consistent with SMEI data.
Three-Dimensional Reconstruction Presentation
[21] Figures 4a -4d present a sequence of ''fisheye'' sky maps similar to Figure 3b and show the progression of the CME outward in 2-D sky maps. The sky maps are derived from the density volumes that have been fit to the observed data by integrating through the volumes and summing the total line of sight brightness [Billings, 1966] . The volumes have an r À2 heliospheric density normalized to unity at 90°e longation as a radial filter multiplier. Thus the sky maps from them better show the outward progression of heliospheric structures both before and interpolated to the middle of the 1-day data outage that began at $0000 UT, 30 October. In addition, these sky maps from the tomographic modeling have a 5 e À cm À3 base removed from them and thus present excursions from a mean of zero much as the time series of Figure 2 . Because the fit to a heliospheric solar wind model uses time series from multiple sky maps and helps remove signals that do not participate in the outward progression of the solar wind, bad spots in the data can be filled in to provide continuous coverage. In addition, since few unwanted signals remain, the scale of the map excursions can be enhanced above those of direct sky maps, and thus far more detail can be discerned in them. This analysis shows not only the bright heliospheric CME response primarily to the solar northeast that engulfs the Earth but also details of the large prominence and whitelight eruption first observed in the LASCO coronagraph ( Figure 5 ). This moves outward into the heliosphere and passes south-southeast of the Earth. An earlier slowermoving disturbance to the solar southeast that began its outward motion on about 0000 UT, 27 October 2003 is also seen in this sky map sequence.
[22] The 3-D density distribution from which these sky maps were derived allows results to be viewed from any vantage point, not just from Earth. Since several heliospheric structures often overlap along a line of sight, determination of their 3-D extent has the advantage of more completely allowing measurement of the direction of travel and the masses of structures over time. Figures 6a -6d show a 3-D reconstruction of this CME at four times as a remote observer would view the event from 30°above the ecliptic plane and about 45°west of the Sun-Earth line. Only the portion of the heliospheric volume on the earthward side of the Sun within 110°of Earth's longitude is depicted in this reconstruction. The 3-D resolution is presently limited by the numbers of lines of sight used in the analysis, here far fewer than will ultimately be available. There are several reasons that all brightness lines of sight cannot be used this time, and chief among these is computational; current 3-D reconstruction algorithms can only easily handle a total of $200,000 lines of sight. Although more lines of sight will ultimately be used, we do not expect these to significantly affect the shape of the event, only its detail. Even so, these reconstructions show that the fast portion of the CME engulfing Earth was far more extensive and dense to the solar northeast than in other directions. The analysis also shows that a portion of the connected density structure extends back to near the prominence ejection and that the prominence begins to break up into separate pieces in the inner heliosphere. Better views of the direction of travel of these features are shown in another set of fisheye sky Figure 5 . LASCO C2 observations of the 28 October 2003 CME. Most of the early CME response ''halos'' the Sun and is associated with an X17.2 flare at S16 E09 that commences at 1036 UT, 28 October. The large eruption to the south associated with a solar prominence (indicated) is also viewed to move outward over time to the south in LASCO images.
maps that are centered on the anti-solar direction (Figures 7a -7d) . Here, the fast portion of the CME vanishes to the solar northeast while ejecta associated with the prominence move off to the solar southwest. The line-of-sight observations producing these sky maps are more numerous toward Sun but also provide a good sampling within the area covered by the original maps. Thus Figure 7 maps may not correspond as closely to the Figure 6 . Three-dimensional reconstructions at four successive times of the heliospheric response to the 28 October 2003 CME as viewed from 3AU 30°above the ecliptic plane and $45°west of the Sun-Earth line. The location of the Earth is indicated by a blue circle with the Earth's orbit viewed in perspective drawn as an ellipse. The Sun is indicated by a red dot. Densities are contoured between 10 and 30e À cm À3 and have an r À2 density gradient removed from them. The fast structure moving to the solar northeast as observed from Earth is the dominant object here. The ejecta associated with the solar prominence are observed to the south of the Sun in these views. The heliospheric response to CMEs moving to the solar southeast are partially observed behind the faster moving object that engulfs Earth in Figures 6c and 6d. direct sky maps in this direction of space, as would an average including all the line-of-sight observations.
CME Mass
[23] In these analyses we assume one electron is associated with 2.0 Â 10 À24 g of mass, a combination of 10% helium ions and 90% hydrogen ions [Hildner et al., 1975] , and that all solar material is completely ionized at the distances from the Sun that SMEI measures brightness.
The CME mass derived for this event is made up of two portions that include an ambient that is swept up and moved outward by the large pulse of energy input to the lower corona, and a portion (the original CME) that was expelled from the low corona during the event. Although we cannot distinguish unambiguously between these two mass types from the SMEI analysis alone, we can model both with solar distance. To do this, we assume a standard heliospheric background ambient mass by noting this ambient value Figure 4b , and Figure 6b and includes some of the same structure since these maps extend to 110°from the center. The bulk of the portion of the CME that engulfed Earth fades away at about 45°from the Sun-Earth line. from in situ data at 1 AU. Using the location and volume of the CME structure, and with knowledge of the velocity of the outward structure, we derive an ambient mass at the position of the CME defined within the contour interval. An excess and total mass for the CME follows from this ambient model. In general for large events, the ambient is only a small portion of the total structure mass. We assume that the various density structures of this CME are all part of the same event, since all erupt from the Sun at the same time. At the lowest density contours a bridge of mass extends from the fast-moving material northeast of the Sun to the more slowly moving dense structure associated with the prominence eruption to the solar southwest. For ejecta associated with the prominence, this modeling effort is not difficult since the structure is fairly isolated from the rest of the CME and has a reasonably well-defined shape.
We determine values for two portions of this structure at a contour level (30 e À cm
À3
) where they become well separated. The core of the first (or ''a'') portion of this structure in Table 1 lies nearly parallel to the observer's line of sight, is somewhat more dense than the other, and its near end is closer to Earth. The second (''b'') portion (see Figure 8 ) spreads over a large range of longitudes and its center moves outward about 70°from the Sun-Earth line. As for excess and total mass, it is not possible to tell what portion of the ejecta is associated solely with Ha prominence material, but in all likelihood the denser portion of the ''a'' structure retains some of the shape and material of this originally less-ionized material.
[24] Table 1 lists the masses obtained for various parts of this CME. Determinations of mass are made at two different times as the material moves outward as a check on the technique. The CME structure close to the Sun is better defined but contains less volume for accurate measurement: thus unless otherwise noted, measurements at both times should be given equal weight. The earthward directed structure moves more rapidly than the southward directed component, so measurements of the latter are necessarily obtained later in time when it has reached greater distances from the Sun. Table 1 names the structure measured in the first column. The reconstruction times for the measured structures are given in columns 2 and 6. The volume of the structure is limited by a 3-D contour so that except for the third entry (total CME excluding previous west event) the structure is isolated from others. A lower contour interval used to define the structure is usually set to a value twice the ambient or 10 e À cm À3 . This somewhat arbitrary value is intended to be used so that one CME structure can be isolated from another. A value lower than this incorporates more volume and mass and a higher value incorporates less. Mass values as high as 100 e À cm À3 can often be observed at the center of large CME structures, and thus for most dense events the choice of an outer contour interval is not a critical factor in determining the total mass of the CME. These contour levels are given in column 3 and Figure 8. Mass measurement of the prominenceassociated ejecta a portion of the 28 May CME (highlighted in green) as described in the text. The view is from about 20°north of the ecliptic plane, and 110°east of the Sun-Earth line. The axes are heliographic coordinates with the x-axis pointed in the direction of the heliographic longitude of the vernal equinox. The ecliptic is shown as a purple ellipse. Dense foreground portions of the CME (see Figure 6 ) have been removed by cutting planes leaving this portion of the event easy to view. Part of the more southward ''b'' portion of the prominence ejecta lies below and in front of the highlighted ''a'' portion from this viewpoint. The insert to the lower right of the figure gives a histogram of the number of volume elements at different densities, their colors, and the selected lower contour level at 30 e À cm À3 . The total mass is highlighted in green and in the table is 8 Â 10 15 g and the volume is 0.014 AU 3 (see Tables 1 and 2 ).
column 7 of Table 1 . Excess and total mass at the different times for these structures are given in columns 4 and 5 and 8 and 9, respectively. We show more significant figures for mass than accuracy warrants in order to display differences between excess and total mass. Accuracy varies with structure and most measurements include a host of factors inherent in the kinematic solar wind model, the ambient solar wind determination, and potential systematic errors such as residual auroral light and uncertainty in the SMEI brightness calibration. These modeling factors and systematic errors affect both the mass and the lower contour interval, and we expect the present mass estimates to be no more accurate than $20%.
[25] Since few other papers in the literature detail this method of determining heliospheric mass [e.g., Wang et al., 2003] the technique used here is demonstrated in Figure 8 for an example structure (the fourth entry, or ''a'' portion of the prominence-associated ejecta on 0000 UT, 31 May). A 3-D contour level is set to isolate the mass of the structure from others, and cubes that occupy the volume within the contour then approximate the heliospheric structure. The sum of the mass within these cubes determines the total mass of the structure, and the summed volume of the cubes gives the heliospheric volume of the structure. By assuming an ambient solar wind (we here use a value of 5 e À cm À3 at 1 AU with an r À2 falloff as used for the 3-D reconstruction), we obtain a value of excess mass above the ambient within this contour as a difference of the total mass and the ambient.
[26] Table 2 gives more information about the 28 October 2003 CME from the 3-D reconstructions. Here each structure is again listed, followed by its reconstruction time in column 2. Column 3 gives the lower contour interval used to define the structure, the same as for the values in Table 1 . Structure centroid location and upper and lower limits are given by three numbers, respectively: height in AU and ecliptic latitude and longitude in degrees relative to Earth (east minus, west plus). Although measurement errors for these analyses are generally about 0.01 AU and a few degrees, these values are interpolations to far coarser location measurements, as stated previously, and assume that the density values vary smoothly throughout the volume. Occasionally, the reconstructed structure lies outside of the volume SMEI can view. In this case the ''measurements'' are tomographic extrapolations and presumed less accurate than values where there was a direct view, and these values are marked. The inner boundary source surface was chosen to be at 15 Rs. The Table 2 centroid locations are probably more accurately determined by these analyses than the volumes and structure extents since the latter depend not only upon the assumptions inherent in the kinematic modeling but also on the location of the lower contour interval from the SMEI brightness calibration that currently has a precision of $10%.
Conclusion
[27] White-light Thomson scattering observations from SMEI have recorded the inner heliospheric response to the 28 October 2003 CME. This paper shows the extent of the CME in SMEI observations, and we are able to track the event from its first measurement approximately 20°from the solar disk until it vanishes from the SMEI field of view on the side of Earth opposite the Sun. Several portions of the CME can be followed into the interplanetary medium associated with the initial CME response and the underlying erupting prominence structure. The present work is the first application of UCSD 3-D tomography to the photometric SMEI data, and these preliminary results are very encouraging. The technique obtains perspective views of outward flowing solar wind and allows separating the heliospheric response from other sources of background noise, filling in regions of missed or noisy data, and determining the 3-D structure of the CME and estimating its mass. The analysis shows details of the CME as it evolves outward past Earth but is preliminary because significantly improved results both in photometric precision and angular resolution will be available as we further refine the SMEI analysis algorithms and include more lines of sight. Also, more sophisticated 3-D modeling techniques will hopefully refine observational fits to the data.
